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 On the 6th January 2015, the BBC 

officially confirmed the news that we all had 
all been fearing - they were not going to 
make series 3 of In The Flesh. Although the 

news was not a total shock after the long sev-
en month silence since series 2 ended but 

their short statement came as a huge blow to 
our amazing but long suffering fandom as we 
had been working non stop to support our 

show. We had participated in our 'selfie' 
campaign to show the BBC how huge and 
widespread the fandom is, we had tweeted 

non stop to raise awareness, filled in appreci-
ation comments as requested by BBC3, 
signed the petition for series 3 and most of all, 

spent sleepless nights voting, voting and vot-
ing again in polls (most noticeably the Radio 

Times 2014 TV Show of the Year - a battle of 
epic proportions against BBC prime time gi-
ants that those who took part will tell their 

grandchildren about it with pride!) Alas it 
was all to no avail and the axe came down 
due to the one thing we had no control over - 

the dreaded budget.  
 However, The Fleshdom is not a fan-
dom to give up as our previous victories have 

shown. If anything, having a fight on our 
hand ignites our passion and makes us 

stronger. Within minutes of the news break-
ing, In The Flesh began trending not just in 
the UK but worldwide, we said goodbye to 

#saveintheflesh and began campaigning 
under  #renewintheflesh and we set Netflix 
and Amazon in our sights. We need a new 

home for our show and they offer the perfect 

platforms for it. Netflix because it has a histo-
ry of breaking cult shows into the main-
stream and Amazon because it has form with 

rescuing shows like  Ripper Street (another 
BBC show) from becoming consigned to TV 

history. Petitions to both channels asking 
them to save the show were set up and sur-
passed expectations with the sheer volume of 

support. At the time of writing, the Amazon 
petition has reached nearly 17,000 signa-
tures, the one targeting Netflix has 27,500 

and the original petition to the BBC has 
amassed just over 38,000!  In the 48 hours 
that followed I added over 400 new mem-

bers to the Facebook #saveintheflesh cam-
paign group as people clamoured to save the 

show and it's axing attracted the attention of 
online media such as Digital Spy, The Radio 
Times and our old friends at The Geekiary, 

who as ever were extremely supportive and 
willing to stand by the fandom in our en-
deavours to give the show a future. It didn't 

stop there though. National media, like The 
Mirror, also reported on its cancellation. Our 
little show, broadcast on a digital channel 

late on a  Sunday night, off air for 7 months, 
was making national news!  That in itself is 

incredible and I fully believe it is down to the 
fandom and the lengths we have gone too 
since last June to keep the show alive.

(unintended zombie pun) . All our efforts from 
June to the point  In The Flesh was cancelled 
were not in vain. Our relentlessness ensured   

This Fleshdom, 



the show did not go quietly and early signs 

from Netflix and Amazon indicate they are 

impressed by our dedication and what we 

have achieved. Amazon has openly stated 

their interest in the show in interviews 

while fans who have taken part in live chats 

with Netflix customer service reps have 

posted screen shots of very promising com-

ments. A lot of fans, myself included, actu-

ally feel a lot more positive about seeing 

series 3 on screen since the BBC said good-

bye than what we ever did in the time they 

were dragging their heels making a deci-

sion!  

 Now is not the time though to rest on 

our laurels. We still need to keep making 

our presence felt not just by Amazon and 

Netflix but by all press and media. We need 

to keep letting people know that we are 

here and that we are still fighting and that 

we aren't going to go away. We need to 

keep spreading those petitions by getting 

family, friends, neighbours, even your post-

man to sign. If you've got a spare 5 minutes, 

take part in a live chat with Amazon or 

Netflix to recommend the show and tell 

them why it's amazing. You can join us here 

on the Facebook group so that you hear 

about all the new campaigns first (The 

selfies? that was us. The Amazon video 

campaign? Us again! This Zine your read-

ing? You could be part of it. Hell we even 

gave you #LukeForNewt!) As well as all 

this, simply tweeting your support can 

make all the difference. Tweet 

@AmazonVideoUK and @NetflixUK with 

your fabulous artwork and reasons why it 

makes good business sense to pick up the 

show. Tweet British media and tell them 

about the campaign. Tweet celebrities ask-

ing them to share the petitions or simply 

tweet #renewintheflesh. Everything helps 

and can make a difference between getting 

a third series or NEVER finding out what 

happens to Amy or if Siren get their happy 

ever after. We can't let that happen. 

 As it stands, there are signs of life for 

In The Flesh, we definitely aren't dead and 

buried (zombie pun fully intended!) but un-

til we have official confirmation, nothing is 

certain and we carry on the good fight. 

What this fandom has achieved so far in it's 

short life is fantastic and I am so proud to be 

part of it. My greatest wish is that one day 

we will all be preparing to watch Series 3 

together. We deserve it.   

    Zoe Hayes 

 This Family 



Amy Dyer  
 Amy was raised by her grandmother and went 

to the local grammar school as a child. Her life was 

cut short when she was diagnosed with leukaemia. 

 During her untreated state as a PDS sufferer, 

she met Kieren Walker and they hunted the living 
together during The Rising. After treatment she went 

back to Roarton, living in her grandmother’s bunga-

low. 

 Amy is usually an upbeat, cheerful person; 

with an enthusiasm for life that even dying fails to 
take away. Despite being a PDS sufferer, she doesn't 
have any insecurity about it as proven when she 

walks around the village with no cover up mousse or 
contacts in. She sees her second life as a gift and be-
lieves the actions she committed during her untreat-

ed state were necessary for survival. 

 From their shared hunting experiences, Amy 

and Kieren quickly bond becoming best friends and 
BDFFs (best dead friends forever). Despite her clear 
attractions to Simon, upon seeing that the two were 

together she held no spite or anger towards Kieren. 
Instead resumed to be the best friend to Kieren she 

had always been. 

 At first Amy shows annoyance towards Phil-
lip, however she gradually becomes friendlier to-
wards him as it becomes clearer Phillip has a crush on 

her. After buying her a toy tiger at the village fete, 
they go to visit Amy’s Nan’s grave so she can intro-

duce him to her.  

 During their visit to the grave, Amy is stabbed 
by Maxine who is convinced she must be destroyed to 

allow a second rising. She dies shortly after due to 
blood loss. Phillip sits by her grave late into the night 
and after he finally leaves, Nina and Oliver 

(employees of Halperin and Weston) dig up her body 

implying there is a chance Amy may rise again. 

Status Deceased 

Current 

Age 
20/21 

Born 3rd April 1988 

Died 14th September 2009 

Reanimat-

ed Date 
20th December 2009 

 

Species PDS Sufferer 

Gender Female 

Hair Col-

our 
Brown 

Eye Colour Brown (when alive) 

 

Parents unknown 

Other 

Family 

Dorothy Dyer 

(grandmother) 

Occupa-

tion 

PDS Give Back Scheme 

worker 

 

Actor Emily Bevan 

First Ap-

pearance 

Series One Episode 

One 

Last Ap-

pearance 
Series Two Episode Six 

Hannah Greenberg 









 Zombie makeup can be pretty tricky. Especially if you're not going for a super 

dramatic gory look so I'm gonna show you how I did my makeup for my Amy Dyer 

cosplay! 

 Ok first of all PUT YOUR CONTACTS IN FIRST. If you put them in after applying 
the makeup you might tear up and ruin your makeup and that would really suck. Also 

you already look 200% more like a PDS sufferer with these things in. I forgot that in the 
beginning and put them in in the middle of doing the makeup and that was super 

annoying. So contacts first! 

 I started by using a normal concealer to get rid of pimples and some especially red 
spots. If you don’t have shitty skin like me you can probably skip this step Just don’t try to 

get rid of your dark circles cause you’re obviously gonna paint some on later anyway. 

 Then I used a normal white makeup and put on several layers of white. The brand I 

ususally use is this one but I’ve used several different brands and I found the brand doesn’t 
really matter just make sure it’s water-based because that makes is a lot more realistic 
looking. Don’t use too much, you don’t want your face to be white like a clown’s because 

then it won’t look realistic anymore. I’ve also found that dabbing it on makes it more even 
but whatever technique works for you. I only put on makeup on the face for these pictures 

but if you're really going to cosplay a PDS sufferer you'll have to do your hands, neck etc 

too.                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Let the makeup dry a bit first but what I did after that to make it look more realistic 

is I went over it with some very very light normal powder. 

 

AMY DYER MAKEUP TUTORIAL 



 After that you can start with the shading and contouring which is super important! 

 For the shading I mostly just used a grey-ish brown eyeshadow. Make sure not to use one 

you’d normally use for contouring because it’s gonna look orange and weird on your partially 

deceased skin. 

 I’ve made a handy little picture of where to shade (the template is from google please don’t 

assume I can draw because I really can’t).  

 Let the makeup dry a bit first but what I did after that to make it look more realistic is I 
went over it with some very very light normal 

powder. 

 After that you can start with the shading and 

contouring which is super important! 

 For the shading I mostly just used a grey-ish 

brown eyeshadow. Make sure not to use one you’d 
normally use for contouring because it’s gonna look 

orange and weird on your partially deceased skin. 

 I’ve made a handy little picture of where to 
shade (the template is from google please don’t 

assume I can draw because I really can’t). 

blue = shade with the brown eyeshadow 

pink = highlight with a white eyeshadow  

 In the areas that are darker blue you can also use a dark grey to shade a little but be 

CAREFUL with that (not too careful though because it’s all gonna look paler in pictures).  

 For the shading around your eyes try to feel where the bones of your eye sockets are and 

shade there.              

 Amy also has a very round face so if you don’t have a round face you might want to shade 
on your chin and the sides of your forehead like I marked here (you can skip this if you already 

have a round face). If you want to do Kieren makeup pay attention to the cheekbones! There are 
lots of tutorials on how to change your face shape with makeup on the internet that can explain 

this stuff a lot better than me so try looking for those. 

  



 Another important thing that people tend to overlook are EYEBROWS. Seriously 

having the right eyebrows can really make you look more like your character. Look at a 
bunch of reference pictures for those and try to make yours match the shape and colour at 

least a little bit (especially if you’re cosplaying Kieren). 

  

 After the shading is done you should use some transparent powder to make sure 

everything stays where it’s supposed to stay and your skin doesn’t get shiny.  

 

 The last thing you need to do if you’re cosplaing Amy are the lips. In S2 Amy’s lips 

often looked dark purple. There’s probably dark purple lipstick somewhere out there but 

what I did was I mixed some dark purple eyeshadow I had with vaseline and dabbed that on 

my lips. I liked that it made it look more uneven and natural than it would’ve with real 

lipstick. I also used some dark grey eyeshadow and because I’m shit at explaining where I put 

things here have another template: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 And after that USE A SEALER. Seriously this is so important especially if you’re going 

to a con. I use the one from Ben Nye and its AMAZING. Yeah it’s expensice but it’s SO 

WORTH IT. I used it at RingCon and I did not have to touch up my makeup even ONCE. It 

even stayed on my hands even though I kept touching things and I wore those fishnet gloves. 

So yeah sealer is basically what’s gonna save you from a day of running to the bathroom 

every ten minutes. You don’t need a lot (at least if you use this brand I don’t have any 

experience with other brands) and it lasts forever.  



      BEFORE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      AFTER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  After that all you need to do is put on your wig and YOU'RE DONE! 
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The last few skeptical people who have doubted the BATFA winning 

show “In the Flesh”, having a massive impact among people in the world, were 

finally convinced otherwise on November 30th.The Wales Comic Con has 

been known for inviting amazing people over the year but this time, they hit it 

big: not only Dominic Mitchell (the brilliant writer of in the Flesh) made the 

trip, but Luke Newberry and Emily Grace Bevan. Both main characters in the 

show also came to share information and kindness with fans coming from liter-

ally every part of the world to have the chance to meet them. 

11 AM 

 Glyndwr University, Wrexham, already 

overcrowded with people dying to meet their 

idols. As you probably know, the “ITF” cast in not 

the only one present today, and we can see co-

splayers running around. Obviously, a large part 

of those cosplayers came as zombies. Once in the 

queue for the autographs, it takes me no less than 

ten minutes to get the cover from my DVD from its 

box to get it signed because my hands are shaking 

too much. When my turn arrives, the table is cov-

ered with photoshoped pictures of the show, in 

case someone has forgotten to bring something to 

get signed. Luke has decided to tape a little sheet 

of paper on the table, a sheet that says “Kieren’s 

shop.” Luke points out that he should probably try 

to speak French as I come from Paris and I mean to 

say “Don’t bother for us,” but only end up saying 

“Don’t,” which makes him laugh. I give him the 

French Jaffa cakes I brought for the cast and his 

face lit up, as he says that the brand “LU” looks 

like his own name. I also give him a letter in which  

I explained what the “Save ‘In the Flesh’ Cam-

paign”. He thanks the fans for everything they do 

for the show and he adds that he would love to go 

to Paris pretty soon - a decision I strongly encour-

age. We also talk about his friendship with Emily 

and he tells me that she is the only one allowed to 

“squeeze his face”. 

 When I get to talk to Emily Bevan, she 

tells me that Luke is a “delight to work with”. She 

laughs as I hand her over some of the best posts 

and puns about the show that I found on Tumblr. 

When I tell her that I came all the way from Paris, 

she asks me if she can hug me. Dominic Mitch-

ell also seems very touched by all the things 

the fans are doing for the show. 



 
12.30 PM 

  Time for the Q&A, the occasion for every-

one to finally try to get answers. Someone asks 

how long it takes Luke to get his makeup done, 

and he answers that it depends on “how zombie he 

is.” (He means the three stages – the longest tak-

ing three hours) and Emily underlines the fact 

that he looks handsome anyway. She says that 

they have to get their nails painted as well so they 

look more “dead” and Luke adds that the 

“Neuritryptiline tunnel” needs some makeup as 

well, which makes the crowd laugh. The second 

question is about the origin of the characters 

names and we learn that Dominic named most of 

the characters after the names of the towns near 

where he lives and the Walkers after his own 

mother. The third question is about mental health 

and someone takes the opportunity to tell the cast 

that the show has saved many lives. The guy hold-

ing the session brings up the fact that the show is 

dealing with all kinds of issues by using, in a clev-

er way, a fantasy world to make a point.  

 Emily says that the atmosphere on set is 

great, that they all get along and were really ex-

cited about working with such a brilliantly writ-

ten script, and that they all became friends. They 

talked about the rave scene, where they had to 

talk really loudly even though there was no mu-

sic, being one of the first scenes that Amy and 

Kieren share in season 2, telling us that they are 

happy to hang together again. She also talked 

about the scene at the supermarket which they 

had to film at night, saying that they scared each 

other when they woke up from a nap still wearing 

their zombie make up. When asked where he 

would like to see a possible season three heading, 

Dominic answers that he would like to work a bit  

more with the narrow-minded spirit of the people 

of Roarton, and to see what is going to happen to 

the PDS sufferers who still live there, and the de-

velopment of the relationship between Simon and 

Kieren and how Simon is going to deal with the 

fact that he betrayed the undead prophet, and 

how the ULA is going to get more and more ex-

treme as people are leaving the movement. Luke 

stopped Dominic to say that he would like Kieren 

to travel to the Caribbean’s because it would be 

interesting to see how a zombie would look with 

sun cream on.  Dominic says that if he had to film 

bigger locations we would probably see more of 

Northfolk and the treatment center but that he 

liked Roarton more because it was a kind of mi-

crocosm. 



3 PM 

The cast is just sitting quietly, waiting for people 

coming back from lunch to start queuing again. I 

take the chance to talk to Luke again. We mostly 

talk about the show, but also about Harry Potter 

and he can’t stop laughing as I say very seriously 

that I consider rioting in front of JK Rowling’s 

house to get him the part in ‘Fantastic Beasts and 

Where to Find Them’. He tells me that he 

noticed the LukeForNewt tweets and 

is very grateful for what the fandom is 

trying to do to help him out. We also talk 

about that time he was wandering around the 

filming locations in shorts and all he can say is 

“What was I thinking?” Emlily borrows my 

phone to write down some filming locations I 

need, as I told her I was taking pictures of the 

places where they filmed the show, and she looks 

very surprised. I ask her how they made the scene  

where Luke wipes the makeup from Simon’s face, 

and she says that it actually took several takes 

because it was really difficult to get the right 

“tone of skin” for the scene.  We finish the day 

with the (sold out) photo-ops. 

           Lauren Debache 







The world around them was always 

swallowed by sadness, guilt, pain and 
reckoning but the smiles fluttered 
through the breeze just as they 

would any day of any week and for 
Kieren and Amy, life continued to 

beckon them with distractions and 
barriers but they pushed on, because 

they had each other. 

Joylessly and carefully, they went 

about their days with love and affec-
tion, but flames of pain still burned 

upon their skin. 

"Your little cute face shouldn't still 

be staring at those photographs 
Kieren, he's gone and you need to re-

alize that. C'mon, we're going on a 
little day trip and you're going to tell 

me ALL about those art classes and 

that guy who keeps staring at you 
when we walk home because yes, as 
a matter of fact I did realize that." 

Amy winked, and giggled in her 

mysterious ways. 

"Would you stop knowing me so 
well." Kieren muttered under his 

breath in a way that enlightened his 

love for Amy. 

"What else would I be here for, silly!" 

Fingers parting with the photos that 

meant so much to him, Kieren with-
drew his hands from the dear memo-
ries and followed Amy's viciously 

bright dress out of the room, all that 
was left in the hollow cave was the 

brushes that painted a portrait of a 
young man, tired and bruised but 
fighting in more ways than one. To-

day was a month since Rick had left. 

Refusing to let Kieren slumber in his 
sadness, Amy fell in love with occa-
sional day trips out to the world 

around them, falling away from the 
hardships of life and into a world of 
free imagination, a lifting veil, an 

opening through the cracks. 

"Urm, Amy.. How did you know 

about that guy?" 

"Seriously lover boy? You seem to be 

in a bewildered state of emotions 
every time I try to talk to you when 
he's around. Oh and he better not 

take my place as your BFF because 
that seriously is not an option. Seri-
ously with a big S." Amy ruffles 

Kieren's hair and squeezes his cheeks 

in mischief. 

 

Fanfiction 



"Oh and you know what? Thank you  

very much for stealing the guy who 
was meant to be mine." She says in a 

silly tone. 

"I didn't realize you were attracted to 

people like that" 

"People who are insanely 
MOREGOUS? Oh no, definitely 

not." 

"I mean like the black hair, the taint-
ed eyes, you know." Kieren realizes 
his mistake at over defining the man, 

as Amy pouts eagerly. 

"Less about him Mr Walker because 
else I'll go into a deep state of self de-
preciation and we know how much 

fun that is!" A wild smile forecasts 
along her face whilst her hair sways 

along to the sound of the wind in the 

summer breeze. 

A map is pulled from her exaggerat-
ed coat with full excitement and de-

termination. "We are going tooooo..." 

"Oh okay Amy come on, I haven't got 

all day you know" 

"Okay Mr Meany Pants! We are go-

ing to that new and exciting theme 

park!" 

"Sounds extremely exciting" Kieren 
says in a sarcastic tone, his eyes 

glancing towards Amy's full face, 

slapped with joy. 

The trees bloom, hanging like lights 

above the forests that crowd above, 
they enter a cemetery with tall, 
damp gravestones, perplexed above 

the ruffles of grass. The morning sun 
rose like a leaf growing, and the 
friends seemed at peace and comfort 

of each other, then the graves crack-
led and crinkled, for this was the day 

of The Rising. 

As if activated, bodies flutter from 

the ground but only one arrives first. 

Kieren's face lay dead. 

"Jem?" 

  Owen Bush 



    Interview with 

Jack North (aka Rob Canforth) 

 
Were you given a back story on Rob for exam-

ple his childhood or how he died? 

I was given a lot of freedom to create my own 

back story that I could use to enhance Robs 

characteristics. Dominic Mitchell’s excellent 

writing made it clear that rob was a rebel type 

lad who was against society. 

What was it like having to wear the prosthetics 

and contact lenses? 

The prosthetics were amazing! They took around 

1.5-2 hours to put on but the end result as you 

can see is very worth it. 

 In the scene in the toilet cubicle my eyes were 

watering really badly. All the crew were asking 

me if I wanted to stop but I didn’t. I soldiered on 

but very worth it. The contacts gave me a few 

problems on my last day. They kept moving off 

my eye so they were very painful. 

What was it like working on the set 

and working with the cast? 

Working on the set was like a dream 

come true, I loved the first series, and I 

couldn't believe it when I got the part 

of rob in the second. Everyone was so 

friendly and couldn’t have been more 

welcoming. They looked after me well. 

Finally who is your favourite character 

in the series (excluding Rob) and why? 

I can't really decide on my favourite 

character. It's kind of like choosing be-

tween your mum and dad. All of the 

characters have qualities that make 

you love them. They are all just 'amaze 

balls'! 

 

What do you think about the #saveintheflesh campaign? 

I didn't know about the #saveintheflesh campaign until I woke up one day to 100 new 

followers on Twitter! I still have no idea how you all found me haha, but I think it's great 

that the show has fans like you guys who are willing to put all this effort into bringing the 

series back. 

Hannah Greenberg  





My whole life is a TV journey. 

I’m always venturing for new treas-
ures and jewels to look at and admire.  
I’m on the hunt for shows and charac-

ters that I can add to my collections 
and paste in my memory banks. I start 

shows and consume myself within 
them. I discover new worlds and meet 
new people. For a while a television 

set was the only thing I could turn to 
for answers, love and compassion.  I 
set sail on my television adventures 

because it was the only way I could 
cope with the adversity and strug-
gles that I faced.  Now, I’m constantly 

on the trails to find a program that is 
the “cure all” and I think I found it. 

After thumbing through almost eve-
ry page of the Internet, I found 

strange but beautiful jewel called “In 

The Flesh”.  

“In The Flesh” has changed 
every detail my life. It’s illuminated 

the darkest spots of my mind and 
filled in gaps of uncertainty with 

hope.  I’ve had personal connections 
with television shows but nothing 
like this. I've never experienced any-

thing on my television like ITF. It 
preaches to the misunderstood and 
celebrates being different. To be 

completely honest, most self-help 
books can’t even hold a candle to “In 
The Flesh”. Characters like Kieren 

Walker served as a guiding hand 
down my path of self-acceptance.. 

Who knew an adorable little zombie 

would become a beacon of hope  

What   

In The Flesh Means  
      To  Me 



for so many others and myself. Kiere-

n’s story is one that spoke to me.  I use 
to live somewhere where I was an 
outcast of my community. I had no 

friends, people hated me, and I didn't 
have many reasons to live. I used to 

escape in TV and love to go on long 
car rides, anything that could take 
me miles away from my situation. I've 

since moved and everyday is a step 
closer to self-acceptance. For me see-
ing Kieren struggle with his identity 

on screen made me feel like I wasn't 
alone in this. Yes, Kieren situation is 
much different then mine because I 

am not a PDS but the emotional jour-

ney is parallel to mine.  

 As an aspiring actress and 

writer, “In The Flesh” is the treasure 

trove of television. ITF is a string of 

beautiful dialogue and performanc-

es. The cast blends together perfectly. 

There is a part of me that likes to be-

lieve that the cast of “In The Flesh” 

has known each other forever. The 

chemistry between Amy, Kieren and 

Simon is just so real. The show also 

does a fabulous job of addressing hot-

button issues like drug abuse, dis-

crimination, human rights, self harm, 

cancer, depression and so on.  It ex-

poses the problems we’re all too 

afraid to talk about, starts the con-

versation and normalizes them.  it 

makes viewers who are facing these 

adversities feel protected. “In The 

Flesh” successfully created a safe 

space for viewers and a lovely com-

munity that surrounds to cushion it.   

The people that make up the 
“In The Flesh” community are won-
derful. I’ve been involved in a variety 

of fandoms but none of them com-
pare to ITF. When I was only skim-
ming the surface of the fandom peo-

ple started coming out of the wood 
works to talk to me about the show 

on social medias (Facebook, Twitter, 
Tumblr and Instagram). The fans 
quickly accepted me and pulled me 

into the agenda of the fandom. We 
are one of the smaller fandoms but 
were going rapidly. Due to out size 

it’s easy to spread word and connect 
directly with people.  Dominic 
Mitchell, the shows writer, makes this 

amazing effort to get involved with 
his fans. It’s incredibly sweet. Domi-

nic doesn’t ignore the fans or acts like 
he’s above us; Dominic Mitchell em-
braces every aspect of the fandom.  I 

think the way Mitchell interacts with 
us adds a very homey feel to the fan-
dom and I’m very proud to call the 

“In The Flesh” fandom my home on 

the Internet.  



I would like to personally thank 

Dominic Mitchell for this beautiful 
show! It has turned my world upside 
down in the greatest way possible. 

My eyes are open now to all the 
things I can achieve. After watching 

“In The Flesh” I have become a more 
self-appreciative person, I view my-
self in a new light. I used to think that 

I would never be satisfied with who I 
am. Like Kieren, I used to have trou-
ble looking at myself in the mirror 

because I wasn’t happy with the per-
son that looked back at me. Now I’ve 
changed after nine episodes of one 

show into a person that smiles back 
at their reflection. I beg all my 

friends to take a look at “In The 
Flesh”, its done so much for me and I 
would love to see how it changes the 

life of others. “In The Flesh” is the lit-
tle magic I need to help get back on 
my feet again. The only thing that is 

imperfect about this masterpiece is 
the uncertainty of a third season. I 
desperately need a season 3 because 

I long to see Kieren finally reach 
happiness and I only want the best 

for the people (and characters) that 
have helped me reach mine. 
  

 Mackenzie Thomas  
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